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Abstract. Update propagation in deductive databases can be imple-
mented by combining rule rewriting and fixpoint computation, analo-
gous to the way how query answering is performed via Magic Sets. For
efficiency reasons, bottom-up propagation rules have to be subject to
Magic rewriting, thus possibly loosing stratifiability. We propose to use
the soft stratification approach for computing the well-founded model of
the magic propagation rules (guaranteed to be two-valued) because of
the simplicity and efficiency of this technique.

1 Introduction

In the field of deductive databases, a considerable amount of research has been
devoted to the efficient computation of induced changes by means of update
propagation (e.g. [5,6,10,12,17]). Update propagation has been mainly studied
in order to provide methods for efficient incremental view maintenance and in-
tegrity checking in stratifiable databases. The results in this area are particu-
larly relevant for systems which will implement the new SQL:1999 standard and
hence will allow the definition of recursive views. In addition, update propagation
methods based on bottom-up materialization seem to be particularly well suited
for updating distributed databases or in the context of WWW applications for
signaling changes of data sources to mediators.

The aim of update propagation is the computation of implicit changes of
derived relations resulting from explicitly performed updates of the extensional
fact base. As in most cases an update will affect only a small portion of the
database, it is rarely reasonable to compute the induced changes by compar-
ing the entire old and new database state. Instead, the implicit modifications
should be iteratively computed by propagating the individual updates through
the possibly affected rules and computing their consequences. Although most
approaches essentially apply the same propagation techniques, they mainly dif-
fer in the way they are implemented and in the granularity of the computed
induced updates. We will consider the smallest granularity of updates, so called
true updates, only, in order to pose no restrictions to the range of applications
of update propagation. Moreover, we will use deductive rules for an incremental
description of induced updates.



Incremental methods for update propagation can be divided into bottom-up
and top-down approaches. In the context of pure bottom-up materialization, the
benefit of incremental propagation rules is that the evaluation of their rule bodies
can be restricted to the values of the currently propagated update such that
the entire propagation process is very naturally limited to the actually affected
derived relations. However, similar bottom-up approaches require to materialize
the simulated state of derived relations completely in order to determine true
updates. By contrast, if update propagation were based on a pure top-down
approach, as proposed in [10,17], the simulation of the opposite state can be
easily restricted to the relevant part by querying the relevant portion of the
database. The disadvantage is that the induced changes can only be determined
by querying all existing derived relations, although most of them will probably
not be affected by the update. Additionally, a more elaborated control is needed
in order to implement the propagation of base updates to recursive views.

Therefore, we propose to combine the advantages of top-down and bottom-
up propagation. To this end, known transformation-based methods to update
propagation in stratifiable databases (eg. [6,17]) are extended by incorporating
the Magic Sets rewriting for simulating top down query evaluation. The re-
sulting approach can be improved by other relational optimization techniques,
handles non-linear recursion and may also propagate updates at arbitrary gran-
ularity. We show that the transformed rules can be efficiently evaluated by the
soft stratification approach [4], solving stratification problems occurring in other
bottom-up methods. This simple set-oriented fixpoint process is well-suited for
being transferred into the SQL context and its (partial) materialization avoids
expensive recomputations occurring in related transformation-based approaches
(e.g. [5,17]).

1.1 Related Work

Methods for update propagation have been mainly studied in the context of Da-
talog, relational algebra, and SQL. Methods in Datalog based on SLDNF resolu-
tion cannot guarantee termination for recursively defined predicates (e.g. [17]).
In addition, a set-oriented evaluation technique is preferred in the database con-
text. Bottom-up methods either provide no goal-directed rule evaluation with
respect to induced updates (e.g. [10]) or suffer from stratification problems (cf.
Section 2) arising when transforming an original stratifiable schema (e.g. [6,12]).
Hence, for the latter approaches (for an overview cf. [6]) the costly application
of more general evaluation techniques like the alternating fixpoint [20] is needed.

In general, approaches formulated in relational algebra or SQL are not capa-
ble of handling (non-linear) recursion, the latter usually based on transformed
views or specialized triggers. Transformed SQL-views directly correspond to our
proposed method in the non-recursive case. The application of triggers (e.g. pro-
duction rules even for recursive relations in [5]), however, does not allow the
reuse of intermediate results obtained by querying the derivability and effec-
tiveness tests. In [7] an algebraic approach to view maintenance is presented



which is capable of handling duplicates but cannot be applied to general recur-
sive views. For recursive views, [9] proposes the ”Delete and Rederive” method
which avoids the costly test of alternative derivations when computing induced
deletions. However, this approach needs to compute overestimations of the tu-
ples to be deleted and additional pretests are necessary to check whether a view
is affected by a given update [11].

The importance of integrating Magic Sets with traditional relational opti-
mizations has been discussed already in [15]. The structured propagation method
in [6] represents a bottom-up approach for computing Magic Sets transformed
propagation rules. However, as these rules are potentially unstratifiable, this
approach is based on the alternating fixpoint computation [20] leading to an
inefficient evaluation because the specific reason for unstratifiability is not taken
into account. Therefore, we propose a less complex magic updates transforma-
tion resulting in a set of rules which is not only smaller but may in addition be
efficiently evaluated using the soft stratification approach. Thus, less joins have
to be performed and less facts are generated.

2 Basic concepts

We consider a first order language with a universe of constants U = {a, b, c, . . .},
a set of variables {X, Y, Z, . . .} and a set of predicate symbols {p, q, r . . . }. A term
is a variable or a constant (i.e., we restrict ourselves to function-free terms). Let
p be an n-ary predicate symbol and ti (i = 1, . . . , n and n ≥ 0) terms then
p(t1, . . . , tn) (or simply p(t )) is denoted atom. An atom is ground if every ti is
a constant. If A is an atom, we use pred(A) to refer to the predicate symbol of
A. A fact is a clause of the form p(t1, . . . , tn) ← true where p(t1, . . . , tn) is a
ground atom. A literal is either an atom or a negated atom. A rule is a clause of
the form p(t1, . . . , tn) ← L1∧ · · · ∧Lm with n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 1 where p(t1, . . . , tn)
is an atom denoting the rule’s head, and L1, . . . , Lm are literals representing its
body. We assume all deductive rules to be safe, i.e., all variables occurring in the
head or in any negated literal of a rule must be also present in a positive literal
in its body. If A is the head of a given rule R, we use pred(R) to refer to the
predicate symbol of A. For a set of rules R, pred(R) is defined as ∪r∈Rpred(r).

Definition 1. A deductive database D is a tuple 〈F ,R〉 where F is a finite
set of facts and R a finite set of rules such that pred(F) ∩ pred(R) = Ø.
Within a deductive database D = 〈F ,R〉, a predicate symbol p is called derived
(view predicate), if p ∈ pred(R). The predicate p is called extensional (or base
predicate), if p ∈ pred(F).

For simplicity of exposition, and without loss of generality, we assume that a
predicate is either base or derived, but not both, and that constants do neither
occur in rule heads nor in body literals referring to a derived relation. Both con-
ditions can be easily achieved by rewriting a given database. Before defining the
semantics of a deductive database, we briefly introduce the notions stratification
and soft stratification for partitioning a given deductive rule set.



A stratification λ on D is a mapping from the set of all predicate symbols
RelD in D to the set of positive integers IN inducing a partition of the given
rule set such that all positive derivations of relations can be determined before
a negative literal with respect to one of those relations is evaluated (cf [1]).
For every partition P = P1 ∪· . . . ∪· Pn induced by a stratification the condition
pred(Pi) ∩ pred(Pj) = Ø with i 6= j must necessarily hold.

In contrast to this, a soft stratification λs on D is a mapping from the set of
all rules in D to the set of positive integers IN inducing a partition of the given
rule set for which the condition above does not necessarily hold (cf [4]). A soft
stratification is solely defined for Magic Sets transformed rule sets (or Magic
Updates rewritten ones as shown later on) which may be even unstratifiable.

Given a deductive database D, the Herbrand base HD of D is the set of all
ground atoms that can be constructed from the predicate symbols and constants
occurring in D. Any subset I of HD is a Herbrand interpretation of D. Given a
Herbrand interpretation I, its complement set with respect to the Herbrand base,
i.e. HD \ I, is denoted I while ¬ · I represents the set that includes all atoms
in I in negated form. Based on these notions, we define the soft consequence
operator [4] which serves as the basic operator for determining the semantics of
stratifiable or softly stratifiable deductive databases.

Definition 2. Let D = 〈F ,R〉 be a deductive database and P = P1 ∪· . . . ∪· Pn a
partition of R. The soft consequence operator T s

P is a mapping on sets of ground
atoms and is defined for I ⊆ HD as follows:

T s
P(I) :=

{I if TPj (I) = I forall j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
TPi(I) with i = min{j | TPj (I) ) I}, otherwise.

where TR denotes the immediate consequence operator by van Emden/Kowalski.

As the soft consequence operator T s
P is monotonic for stratifiable or softly strati-

fiable databases, its least fixpoint lfp (T s
P ,F) exists, where lfp (T s

P ,F) denotes
the least fixpoint of operator T s

P containing F with respect to a stratified or softly
stratified partition of the rules in D. Given an arbitrary deductive database D,
its semantics is defined by its well-founded model MD which is known to be
two-valued for stratifiable or softly stratifiable databases.

Lemma 1. Let D = 〈F ,R〉 be a (softly) stratifiable deductive database and (λs)
λ a (soft) stratification of R inducing the partition P of R. The well-founded
model MD of 〈F ,R〉 is identical with the least fixpoint model of T s

P , i.e.,

MD = lfp(T s
P ,F)∪· ¬ · lfp(T s

P ,F).

Proof. cf [4].

For illustrating the notations introduced above, consider the following example
of a stratifiable deductive database D = 〈F ,R〉:
R: one way(X) ← path(X, Y) ∧ ¬path(Y, X) F : edge(1, 2)

path(X, Y) ← edge(X, Y) edge(2, 1)
path(X, Y) ← edge(X, Z) ∧ path(Z, Y) edge(2, 3)



Relation path represents the transitive closure of relation edge while relation
one way selects all path(X,Y )-facts where Y is reachable from X but not vice
versa. A stratification induces (in this case) the unique partition P = P1 ∪· P2

with P1 comprising the two path-rules while P2 includes the one way-rule. The
computation of lfp(T s

P ,F) then induces the following sequence of sets

F1 := F
F2 := TP1(F1) = {path(1,2), path(2,1), path(2,3)} ∪ F1

F3 := TP1(F2) = {path(1,1), path(2,2), path(1,3)} ∪ F2

F4 := TP2(F3) = {one way(1), one way(2)} ∪ F3

F5 := F4.

The fixpoint F5 coincides with the positive portion of the well-founded model
MD of D, i.e. MD = F5 ∪· ¬ · F5 .

3 Update Propagation

We refrain from presenting a concrete update language but rather concentrate
on the resulting sets of update primitives specifying insertions and deletions of
individual facts. In principle every set oriented update language can be used that
allows the specification of modifications of this kind. We will use the notion Base
Update to denote the ’true’ changes caused by a transaction; that is, we restrict
the set of facts to be updated to the minimal set of updates where compensation
effects (given by an insertion and deletion of the same fact or the insertion of
facts which already exist in the database) are already considered.

Definition 3. Let D = 〈F ,R〉 be a stratifiable database. A base update uD is
a pair 〈u+

D, u−D〉 where u+
D and u−D are sets of base facts with pred(u+

D ∪ u−D) ⊆
pred(F), u+

D∩u−D = Ø, u+
D∩F = Ø and u−D ⊆ F . The atoms u+

D represent facts
to be inserted into D, whereas u−D contains the facts to be deleted from D.

We will use the notion induced update to refer to the entire set of facts in which
the new state of the database differs from the former after an update of base
tables has been applied.

Definition 4. Let D be a stratifiable database, MD the semantics of D and uD
an update. Then uD leads to an induced update uD→D′ from D to D′ which is
a pair 〈u+

D→D′ , u
−
D→D′〉 of sets of ground atoms such that u+

D→D′ = MD′\MD

and u−D→D′ = MD\MD′ . The atoms u+
D→D′ represent the induced insertions,

whereas u−D→D′ consists of the induced deletions.

The task of update propagation is to provide a description of the overall occurred
modifications in uD→D′ . Technically, such a description is given by a set of
delta facts for any affected relation which may be stored in corresponding delta
relations. For each predicate symbol p ∈ pred(D), we will use a pair of delta
relations 〈∆+p,∆−p〉 representing the insertions and deletions induced on p by
an update uD. In the sequel, a literal L which references a delta relation is called



delta literal. In order to abstract from negative and positive occurrences of atoms
in rule bodies, we use the superscripts ”+” and ”−” for indicating what kind of
delta relation is to be used. For a positive literal A ≡ p(t1, . . . , tn) we define
A+ ≡ ∆+p(t1, . . . , tn) and A− ≡ ∆−p(t1, . . . , tn). For a negative literal L ≡ ¬A,
we use L+ := A− and L− := A+.

In the following, we develop transition rules and propagation rules for defining
such delta relations. First, quite similar to query seeds used in the Magic Sets
method, we generate a set of delta facts called propagation seeds.

Definition 5. Let D be a stratifiable deductive database and uD = 〈u+
D, u−D〉 a

base update. The set of propagation seeds prop seeds(uD) with respect to uD is
defined as follows:

prop seeds(uD) := { ∆πp(c1, . . . , cn) | p(c1, . . . , cn) ∈ uπ
D and π ∈ {+,−}}.

Propagation seeds form the starting point from which induced updates, repre-
sented by derived delta relations, are computed. An update propagation method
can only be efficient if most derived facts eventually rely on at least one fact in
an extensional delta relation.

Generally, for computing true updates references to both the old and new
database state are necessary. We will now investigate the possibility of dropping
the explicit references to one of the states by deriving it from the other one and
the given updates. The benefit of such a state simulation is that the database
system is not required to store both states explicitly but may work on one
state only. The rules defining the simulated state will be called transition rules
according to the naming in [17].

Although both directions are possible, we will concentrate on a somehow
pessimistic approach, the simulation of the new state while the old one is actually
given. The following discussion, however, can be easily transferred to the case of
simulating the old state [6]. In principle, transition rules can be differentiated by
the way how far induced updates are considered for simulating the other database
state. We solely use so-called naive transition rules which derive the new state
from the physically present old fact base and the explicitly given updates. The
disadvantage of these transition rules is that each derivation with respect to the
new state has to go back to the extensional delta relations and hence makes no
use of the implicit updates already derived during the course of propagation. In
the Internal Events Method [17] as well as in [12] it has been proposed to improve
state simulation by employing not only the extensional delta relations but the
derived ones as well. However, the union of the original, the propagation and this
kind of transition rules is not always stratifiable, and may even not represent
the true induced update anymore under the well-founded semantics [6].

Assuming that the base updates are not yet physically performed on the
database, from Definition 4 follows that the new state can be computed from
the old one and the true induced update uD→D′ = 〈u+

D→D′ , u
−
D→D′〉:

MD′ = (MD \ u−D→D′)∪· u+
D→D′ .



We will use the mapping new for referring to the new database state which
syntactically transform the predicate symbols of the literals it is applied to.
Using the equation above directly leads to an equivalence on the level of tuples

new A ⇐⇒ (A ∧ ¬(A−)) ∨A+.

which holds if the referenced delta relations correctly describe the induced update
uD→D′ . Note that we assume the precedence of the superscripts ”+” and ”−”
to be higher than the one of ¬. Thus, we can omit the brackets in ¬(A−) and
simply write ¬A−. Using Definition 5 and the equivalence above, the deductive
rules for inferring the new state of extensional relations can be easily derived.
For instance, for the extensional relation edge of our running example the new
state is specified by the rules (in the sequel, all relation names are abbreviated)

new e(X, Y) ← e(X, Y) ∧ ¬∆−e(X, Y)
new e(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Y),

From the new states of extensional relations we can successively infer the new
states of derived relations using the dependencies given by the original rule set.
To this end, the original rules are duplicated and the new mapping is applied to
all predicate symbols occurring in the new rules. For instance, the rules

new o(X) ← new p(X, Y) ∧ ¬new p(Y, X)
new p(X, Y) ← new e(X, Y)
new p(X, Y) ← new e(X, Z) ∧ new p(Z, Y)

specify the new state of the relations path and one way. Note that the application
of ¬ and the mapping new is orthogonal, i.e. new¬A ≡ ¬new A, such that the
literal new¬p(Y, X) from the example above may be replaced by ¬new p(Y, X).

Definition 6. Let D = 〈F ,R〉 be a stratifiable deductive database. Then the set
of naive transition rules for true updates and new state simulation with respect
to R is denoted τ(R) and is defined as the smallest set satisfying the following
conditions:

1. For each n-ary extensional predicate symbol p ∈ pred(F), the direct transi-
tion rules

new A ← A ∧ ¬A− new A ← A+

are in τ(R) where A ≡ p(x1, . . . , xn), and the xi are distinct variables.
2. For each rule A ← L1 ∧ . . .∧Ln ∈ R, an indirect transition rule of the form

new A ← new (L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln)

is in τ(R).

It is obvious that if R is stratifiable, the rule set R∪· τ(R) must be stratifiable as
well. The following proposition shows that if a stratifiable database D = 〈F ,R〉
is augmented with the naive transition rules τ(R) as well as the propagation
seeds prop seeds(uD) with respect to a base update uD, then τ(R) correctly
defines the new database state.



Proposition 1. Let D = 〈F ,R〉 be a stratifiable database, uD an update and
uD→D′ = 〈u+

D→D′ , u
−
D→D′〉 the corresponding induced update from D to D′. Let

Da = 〈F ∪ prop seeds(uD), R ∪ τ(R)〉 be the augmented deductive database
of D. Then Da correctly represents the implicit state of D′, i.e. for all atoms
A ∈ HD′ holds A ∈MD′ ⇐⇒ new A ∈MDa .

The proof of this proposition is omitted as it directly follows from Definition 5
and from the fact that the remaining transition rules are a copy of those in
R with the predicate symbols correspondingly replaced. We will now introduce
incremental propagation rules for true updates. Basically, an induced insertion
or deletion can be represented by the difference between the two consecutive
database states. However, for efficiency reasons we allow to reference delta rela-
tions in the body of propagation rules as well:

Definition 7. Let R be a stratifiable deductive rule set. The set of propagation
rules for true updates with respect to R, denoted ϕ(R), is defined as the smallest
set satisfying the condition:

For each rule A ← L1 ∧ . . . ∧Ln ∈ R and each body literal Li (i = 1, . . . , n) two
propagation rules of the form

A+ ← L+
i ∧ new (L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln) ∧ ¬A

A− ← L−i ∧ (L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln) ∧ new ¬A

are in ϕ(R). The literals new Lj and Lj (j = 1, . . . , i− 1, i + 1, . . . , n) are called
side literals of Li.

The propagation rules perform a comparison of the old and new database state
while providing a focus on individual updates by applying the delta literals
Lπ

i with π ∈ {+,−}. Each propagation rule body may be divided into the
derivability test and the effectiveness test. The derivability test (Lπ

i ∧ {new}
(L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln)) checks whether A is derivable in the
new respectively old state. The effectiveness test (called derivability test in [21]
and redundancy test in [10]) ({new}(¬A)) checks whether the fact obtained by
the derivability test is not derivable in the opposite state. In general, this test
cannot be further specialized as it checks for alternative derivations caused by
other rules defining pred(A).

The obtained propagation rules and seeds as well as transition rules can
be added to the original database yielding a safe and stratifiable database. The
safeness of propagation rules immediately follows from the safeness of the original
rules. Furthermore, the propagation rules cannot jeopardize stratifiability, as
delta relations are always positively referenced and thus cannot participate in
any negative cycle. Consider again the rules from Section 2:

1. o(X) ← p(X, Y) ∧ ¬p(Y, X)
2. p(X, Y)← e(X, Y)
3. p(X, Y)← e(X, Z) ∧ p(Z, Y)



The corresponding propagation rules would look as follows:

1. ∆+o(X) ← ∆+p(X, Y)∧ new¬ p(Y, X) ∧ ¬o(X)
∆+o(X) ← ∆−p(Y, X)∧ new p(X, Y) ∧ ¬o(X)
∆−o(X) ← ∆−p(X, Y)∧ ¬ p(Y, X) ∧ new¬o(X)
∆−o(X) ← ∆+p(Y, X)∧ p(X, Y) ∧ new¬o(X)

2. ∆+p(X, Y)← ∆+e(X, Y) ∧ ¬p(X, Y)
∆−p(X, Y)← ∆−e(X, Y) ∧ new¬p(X, Y)

3. ∆+p(X, Y)← ∆+e(X, Z)∧ new p(Z, Y) ∧ ¬p(X, Y)
∆+p(X, Y)← ∆+p(Z, Y)∧ new e(X, Z) ∧ ¬p(X, Y)
∆−p(X, Y)← ∆−e(X, Z)∧ p(Z, Y) ∧ new¬p(X, Y)
∆−p(X, Y)← ∆−p(Z, Y)∧ e(X, Z) ∧ new¬p(X, Y)

Note that the upper indices π of the delta literal ∆πp(Y, X) in the propagation
rules for defining ∆πo(X) are inverted as p is negatively referenced by the cor-
responding literal in the original rule. Each propagation rule includes one delta
literal for restricting the evaluation to the changes induced by the respective
body literal. Thus, for each possible update (i.e., insertion or deletion) and for
each original rule 2n propagation rules are generated if n is the number of body
literals. It is possible to substitute not only a single body literal but any sub-
set of them by a corresponding delta literal. This provides a better focus on
propagated updates but leads to an exponential number of propagation rules.

Proposition 2. Let D = 〈F ,R〉 be a stratifiable database, uD an update and
uD→D′ = 〈u+

D→D′ , u
−
D→D′〉 the corresponding induced update from D to D′. Let

Da = 〈F ∪ prop seeds(uD), R ∪ τ(R) ∪ ϕ(R)〉 be the augmented deductive
database of D. Then the delta relations defined by the propagation rules ϕ(R) cor-
rectly represent the induced update uD→D′ . Hence, for each relation p ∈ pred(D)
the following conditions hold:

∆+p(t ) ∈MDa ⇐⇒ p(t ) ∈ u+
D→D′

∆−p(t ) ∈MDa ⇐⇒ p(t ) ∈ u−D→D′ .

Proof. cf. [6, p. 161-163].

Transition as well as propagation rules can be determined at schema definition
time and don’t have to be recompiled each time a new base update is applied.
For propagating true updates the results from the derivability and effectiveness
test are essential. However, the propagation rules can be further enhanced by
dropping the effectiveness test or by either refining or even omitting the deriv-
ability test in some cases. As an example, consider a derived relation which is
defined without an implicit union or projection. In this case no multiple deriva-
tions of facts are possible, and thus the effectiveness test in the corresponding
propagation rules can be omitted. Additionally, the presented transformation-
based approach solely specifies true updates, but can be extended to describe
the induced modifications at an arbitrary granularity (cf. [6,14]) which allows for



cutting down the cost of propagation as long as no accurate results are required.
In the sequel, however, we will not consider these specialized propagation rules
as these optimizations are orthogonal to the following discussion.

Although the application of delta literals indeed restricts the computation of
induced updates, the side literals and effectiveness test within the propagation
rules as well as the transition rules of this example require the entire new and old
state of relation e, p and o to be derived within a bottom-up materialization. The
reason is that the supposed evaluation over the two consecutive database states
is performed using deductive rules which are not specialized with respect to the
particular updates that are propagated. This weakness of propagation rules in
view of a bottom-up materialization will be cured by incorporating Magic Sets.

4 Update Propagation via Soft Stratification

In Section 3 we already pointed to the obvious inefficiency of update propagation,
if performed by a pure bottom-up materialization of the augmented database. In
fact, simply applying iterated fixpoint computation [1] to an augmented database
implies that all old and new state relations will be entirely computed. The only
benefit of incremental propagation rules is that their evaluation can be avoided
if delta relations are empty. In a pure top-down approach, however, the values of
the propagated updates can be passed to the side literals and effectiveness tests
automatically restricting their evaluation to relevant facts. The disadvantage is
that all existing delta relations must be queried in order to check whether they
are affected by an update, although for most of them this will not be the case.

In this section we develop an approach which combines the advantages of the
two strategies discussed above. In this way, update propagation is automatically
limited to the affected delta relations and the evaluation of side literals and effec-
tiveness tests is restricted to the updates currently propagated. We will use the
Magic Sets approach for incorporating a top-down evaluation strategy by consid-
ering the currently propagated updates in the dynamic body literals as abstract
queries on the remainder of the respective propagation rule bodies. Evaluating
these propagation queries has the advantage that the respective state relations
will only be partially materialized. Moreover, later evaluations of propagation
queries can re-use all state facts derived in previous iteration rounds.

4.1 Soft Update Propagation by Example

Before formally presenting the soft update propagation approach, we will illus-
trate the main ideas by means of an example. Let us consider the following
stratifiable deductive database D = 〈F ,R〉 with

R: p(X, Y) ← e(X, Y)
p(X, Y) ← e(X, Z) ∧ p(Z, Y)

F : e(1,2), e(1,4), e(3,4), e(10,11), e(11,12), . . . , e(99,100)



The positive portion M+
D of the corresponding total well-founded model MD =

M+
D ∪· ¬ ·M+

D consists of 4098 p-facts, i.e. |M+
D| = 4098 + |e| = 4191 facts. For

maintaining readability we restrict our attention to the propagation of insertions.
Let the mapping new for a literal A ≡ r(x) be defined as new A := rnew(x). The
respective propagation rules ϕ(R) are

∆+p(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Y)∧ ¬p(X, Y)
∆+p(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Z) ∧ pnew(Z, Y)∧¬p(X, Y)
∆+p(X, Y) ← ∆+p(Z, Y) ∧ enew(X, Z)∧¬p(X, Y)

while the naive transition rules τ(R) are

pnew(X, Y)← enew(X, Y) enew(X, Y)← e(X, Y) ∧ ¬∆−e(X, Y)
pnew(X, Y)← enew(X, Z) ∧ pnew(Z, Y) enew(X, Y)← ∆+e(X, Y).

Let uD be an update consisting of the new edge fact e(2, 3) to be inserted into
D, i.e. u+

D = {e(2, 3)}. The resulting augmented database Da is then given
by Da = 〈F ∪ {∆+e(2, 3)},Ra〉 with Ra = R ∪ ϕ(R) ∪ τ(R). Evaluating the
stratifiable database Da leads to the generation of 8296 facts for computing the
three induced insertions ∆+p(1, 3), ∆+p(2, 3), and ∆+p(2, 4) with respect to p.

We will now apply our Magic Updates rewriting to the rules above with
respect to the propagation queries represented by the set Qu ={∆+e(X, Y),
∆+e(X, Z), ∆+p(Z, Y)} of delta literals in the propagation rule bodies. Let Ra

Qu

be the adorned rule set of Ra with respect to the propagation queries Qu. The
rule set resulting from the Magic Updates rewriting will be denoted mu(Ra

Qu) and
consists of the following answer rules for our example

∆+p(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Y) ∧ ¬pbb(X, Y)
∆+p(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Z) ∧ pnewbf (Z, Y) ∧ ¬pbb(X, Y)
∆+p(X, Y) ← ∆+p(Z, Y) ∧ enewfb (X, Z) ∧ ¬pbb(X, Y)
pnewbf (X, Y) ← m pnewbf (X) ∧ enewbf (X, Z) ∧ pnewbf (Z, Y) pnewbf (X, Y) ← m pnewbf (X) ∧ enewbf (X, Y)
pbb(X, Y) ← m pbb(X, Y) ∧ e(X, Z) ∧ pbb(Z, Y) pbb(X, Y) ← m pbb(X, Y) ∧ e(X, Y)
enewfb (X, Y) ← m enewfb (Y) ∧ e(X, Y) ∧ ¬∆−e(X, Y) enewfb (X, Y) ← m enewbf (Y) ∧ ∆+e(X, Y)
enewbf (X, Y) ← m enewbf (X) ∧ e(X, Y) ∧ ¬∆−e(X, Y) enewbf (X, Y) ← m enewbf (X) ∧ ∆+e(X, Y)

as well as the following subquery rules

m pnewbf (Z) ← m pnewbf (X) ∧ enewbf (X, Z) m pnewbf (Z) ← ∆+e(X, Z)
m enewfb (Z) ← ∆+p(Z, Y) m enewbf (X) ← m pnewbf (X)
m pbb(X, Y) ← ∆+p(Z, Y) ∧ enewfb (X, Z) m pbb(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Y)
m pbb(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Z) ∧ pnewbf (Z, Y) m pbb(Z, Y) ← m pbb(X, Y) ∧ e(X, Z).

Quite similar to the Magic sets approach, the Magic Updates rewriting may
result in an unstratifiable rule set. This is also the case for our example where the
following negative cycle occurs in the respective dependency graph of mu(Ra

Qu):

∆+p
pos−→ m pbb

pos−→ pbb
neg−→ ∆+p



We will show, however, that the resulting rules must be at least softly stratifi-
able such that the soft consequence operator could be used for efficiently com-
puting their well-founded model. Computing the induced update by evaluating
Dma = 〈F ∪ {∆+e(2, 3)}, mu(Ra

Qu)〉 leads to the generation of two new state
facts for e, one old state fact and one new state fact for p. The entire number
of generated facts is 19 in contrast to 8296 for computing the three induced
insertions with respect to p. The reason for the small number of facts is that
only relevant state facts are derived which excludes all p facts derivable from
{e(10, 11), e(11, 12), . . . , e(99, 100)} as they are not affected by ∆+e(2, 3).

Although this example already shows the advantages of applying Magic Sets
to the transformed rules from Section 3, the application of Magic Updates rules
does not necessarily improve the performance of the update propagation pro-
cess. This is due to cases where the relevant part of a database represented by
Magic Sets transformed rules together with the necessary subqueries exceeds
the amount of derivable facts using the original rule set. For such cases further
rule optimizations have been proposed (e.g. [16]) which can be also applied to a
Magic Updates transformed rule set, leading to a well-optimized evaluation.

4.2 The Soft Update Propagation Approach

In this section we formally introduce the soft update propagation approach. To
this end, we define the Magic Updates rewriting and prove its correctness.

Definition 8 (Magic Predicates). Let A ≡ pad(x) be a positive literal with
adornment ad and bd(x) the sequence of variables within x indicated as bound
in the adornment ad. Then the magic predicate of A is defined as magic(A) :=
m pad(bd(x)). If A ≡ ¬pad(x) is a negative literal, then the magic predicate of
A is defined as magic(A) := m pad(bd(x)).

Given a rule set R and an adorned query Q ≡ pad(c) with p ∈ pred(R), the
adorned rule set of R with respect to Q shall be denoted RQ. Additionally, let
ms(RQ) be the set of Magic Sets transformed rules with respect to RQ.

Definition 9 (Magic Updates Rewriting). Let R be a stratifiable rule set,
Ra = R∪ ϕ(R) ∪ τ(R) an augmented rule set of R, and Qu the set of abstract
propagation queries given by all delta literals occurring in rule bodies of propa-
gation rules in ϕ(R). The Magic Updates rewriting of Ra yields the magic rule
set mu(Ra

Qu) := Ru
P ∪· Ru

S ∪· Ru
M where Ru

P , Ru
S and Ru

M are defined as follows:

1. From ϕ(R) we derive the two deductive rule sets Ru
P and Ru

S: For each
propagation rule Aπ ← ∆π́e ∧ L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln ∈ ϕ(R) with ∆π́e ∈ Qu is a
dynamic literal and π, π́ ∈ {+,−}, an adorned answer rule of the form

Aπ ← ∆π́e ∧ L1
ad1

∧ . . . ∧ Ln
adn

is in Ru
P where each non-dynamic body literal Li (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is replaced

by the corresponding adorned literal Li
adi

while assuming the body literals



∆π́e∧L1∧. . .∧Li−1 have been evaluated in advance. Note that the adornment
of each non-derived literal consists of the empty string. For each derived
adorned body literal Li

adi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) a subquery rule of the form

magic(Li
adi

) ← ∆π́e ∧ L1
ad1

∧ . . . ∧ Li−1
adi−1

is in Ru
S. No other rules are in Ru

P and Ru
S.

2. From the set Rstate := R∪· τ(R) we derive the rule set Ru
M : For each relation

symbol magic(Lad) ∈ pred(Ru
S) the corresponding Magic Set transformed

rule set ms(Rstate
W ) is in Ru

M where W ≡ Lad represents an adorned query
with pred(L) ∈ pred(Rstate) and Rstate

W is the adorned rule set of Rstate

with respect to W . No other rules are in Ru
M .

Theorem 1. Let D = 〈F ,R〉 be a stratifiable database, uD an update, uD→D′ =
〈u+

D→D′ , u
−
D→D′〉 the corresponding induced update from D to D′, Qu the set of

all abstract queries in ϕ(R), and Ra = R∪ ϕ(R) ∪ τ(R) an augmented rule set
of R. Let mu(Ra

Qu) be the result of applying Magic Updates rewriting to Ra and
Dma = 〈F ∪ prop seeds(uD), mu(Ra

Qu)〉 the corresponding augmented deductive
database of D. Then Dma is softly stratifiable and all delta relations in Dma

correctly represent the induced update uD→D′ , i.e. for all atoms A ∈ HD′ with
A ≡ p(t ):

∆+p(t ) ∈MDma ⇐⇒ p(t ) ∈ u+
D→D′

∆−p(t ) ∈MDma ⇐⇒ p(t ) ∈ u−D→D′ .

Proof (Sketch). The correctness of the Magic Updates rewriting with respect to
an augmented rule set Ra is shown by proving it to be equivalent to a specific
Magic Set transformation of Ra which is known to be sound and complete. A
Magic Sets transformation starts with the adornment phase which basically de-
picts information flow between literals in a database according to a chosen sip
strategy. In [2] it is shown that the Magic Sets approach is also sound for so-called
partial sip strategies which may pass on only a certain subset of captured vari-
able bindings or even no bindings at all. Let us assume we have chosen such a sip
strategy which passes no bindings to dynamic literals such that their adornments
are strings solely consisting of ′f ′ symbols representing unbounded attributes.
Additionally, let Rṕ = Ra ∪· {h ← ∆π1p1(x1)}∪· . . . ∪· {h ← ∆πnpn(xn)} be an
extended augmented rule set with rules for defining an auxiliary 0-ary relation
h with h /∈ pred(ϕ(R)), {∆π1p1, . . . ,∆πnpn} = pred(ϕ(R)) distinct predicates,
and xi (i = 1, . . . , n) vectors of pairwise distinct variables with a length accord-
ing to the arity of the corresponding predicates ∆πipi. Relation h references all
derived delta relations in ϕ(R) as they are potentially affected by a given base
update. Note that since Ra is assumed to be stratifiable, Rṕ must be stratifiable
as well. The Magic Sets rewriting of Rṕ with respect to the query H ≡ h using a
partial sip strategy as proposed above yields the rule set ms(RH

ṕ ) which is basi-
cally equivalent to the rule set mu(Ra

Qu) resulting from the Magic Updates rewrit-
ing. The set ms(RH

ṕ ) differs from mu(Ra
Qu) by the answer rules of the form h ←

m h,∆π1p1ff...(x1), . . . , h ← m h,∆πnpnff...(xn) for the additional relation h,



by subquery rules of the form m ∆π1p1ff... ← m h, . . . , m ∆πnpnff... ← m h,
by subquery rules of the form m ∆πipiff... ← m ∆πjpjff... with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
and by the usage of m ∆πipiff... literals in propagation rule bodies for defining
a corresponding delta relation ∆πipiff.... Obviously, these rules and literals can
be removed from ms(RH

ṕ ) without changing the semantics of the remaining delta
relations which themselves coincide with the magic updates rules mu(Ra

Qu). Us-
ing the Propositions 1 and 2, it can be followed that RH

ṕ is stratifiable and
all delta relations defined in it correctly represent the induced update uD→D′ .
Thus, the Magic Sets transformed rules ms(RH

ṕ ) must be sound and complete as
well. As the magic updates rules mu(Ra

Qu) can be derived from ms(RH
ṕ ) in the

way described above, they must correctly represent the induced update uD→D′

as well. In addition, since ms(RH
ṕ ) is softly stratifiable, the magic updates rules

mu(Ra
Qu) must be softly stratifiable, too.

From Theorem 1 follows that the soft stratification approach can be used for
computing the induced changes represented by the augmented database Dma.
For instance, the partition P = P1 ∪· P2 of the Magic Updates transformed rule
set mu(Ra

Qu) of our running example with P1 consisting of

pbb(X, Y) ← m pbb(X, Y) ∧ e(X, Z) ∧ pbb(Z, Y) pbb(X, Y) ← m pbb(X, Y) ∧ e(X, Y)

m pbb(X, Y) ← ∆+p(Z, Y) ∧ enewfb (X, Z) m pbb(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Y)
m pbb(X, Y) ← ∆+e(X, Z) ∧ pnewbf (Z, Y) m pbb(Z, Y) ← m pbb(X, Y) ∧ e(X, Z).

and with partition P2 consisting of all rules, i.e. P2 := mu(Ra
Qu) \ P1, satisfies

the condition of soft stratification. Using the soft consequence operator for the
determination of lfp(T s

P ,F ∪{∆+e(2, 3)}) then yields their well-founded model.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a new bottom-up evaluation method for computing the im-
plicit changes of derived relations resulting from explicitly performed updates of
the extensional fact base. The proposed transformation-based approach derives
propagation rules by means of range-restricted Datalog¬ rules which can be
automatically generated from a given database schema. We use the Magic Sets
method to combine the advantages of top-down and bottom-up propagation ap-
proaches in order to restrict the computation of true updates to the affected
part of the database only. The proposed propagation rules are restricted to the
propagation of insertions and deletions of base facts in stratifiable databases.
However, several methods have been proposed dealing with further kinds of up-
dates or additional language concepts. As far as the latter are concerned, update
propagation in the presence of built-ins and (numerical) constraints has been dis-
cussed in [22], while views possibly containing duplicates are considered in [5,7].
Aggregates and updates have been investigated in [3,9]. As for the various types
of updates, methods have been introduced for dealing with the modification of in-
dividual tuples, e.g. [5,19], the insertion and deletion of views (respectively rules)
and constraints, e.g. [13,18], and even changes of view and constraint definitions,
e.g. [8]. All these techniques allow for enhancing our proposed framework.
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